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AJ3STRACT 
Certain important Toeplitz and composite Toeplitz matrices have order invariant 
properties. A class of matrices is defined, and a notation for sign patterns of vector 
and matrix elements is developed which enables some order invariant properties of 
the matrices to be described. Several examples are given to show how these ideas 
apply to some important matrices, including those commonly arising from the 
numerical solution of elliptic partial differential equations. The following information 
about the inverse of these matrices is obtained: the signs of the elements, the row in 
which the maximum row sum occurs, and the signs of the elements of the eigenvector 
corresponding to its dominant eigenvalue. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The approximate solution of linear differential equations and linear 
partial differential equations involves the solution of simultaneous linear 
band-matrix equations and simultaneous linear composite band-matrix equa- 
tions [l&3]. Error analysis in the a posteriori form [4] requires bounds on the 
norms of the inverses of the coefficient matrices, and the most common 
norm used for such an analysis is the spectral norm (because it is usually 
easiest to estimate theoretically [2,5,6]). However, a preferable norm to use 
for the error analysis is the infinity norm. A bound on the norm ] ]A - ’ I] m is in 
general very difficult to find, and recourse must be made to special families 
of matrices (for example, non-negative matrices, M-matrices, and circulant 
matrices) and to the comparison theorems of [l], [4], and [S]. 
The examination of the simpler matrices therefore acquires particular 
importance in the light of their subsequent usefulness for generating com- 
parison matrices for more general problems. The particular areas in which 
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these matrices merit most study is in the identification of those properties 
which are independent of the order of the matrix. 
Typical examples of these order invariant features are given below. 
(i) The sign pattern in the inverse of the matrix is regular. 
(ii) The row having the largest row sum in the inverse of the matrix is 
centrally located (a row sum is the sum of absolute values of all the elements 
in a row). 
(iii) The row sums have simple qualitative behavior. 
(iv) The sign pattern in the eigenvector of the dominant eigenvalue of the 
inverse matrix is regular. 
(v) The magnitudes of the elements of the eigenvector in (iv) have simple 
qualitative behavior. 
2. SIMPLE AND COMPOSITE SIGN STRUCTURE 
Work with simple and composite matrices has suggested that sign 
patterns of matrix elements may be thought of as being either simple or 
composite. 
A simple sign pattern of n elements is an ordered set of n + and - 
signs, denoted s. For any sign pattern LY,, there is an n x n diagonal matrix 
Da with + 1 or - 1 in the ith position on the diagonal, depending on 
whether the ith component of 4 is + or -. 
Applying a sign pattern a;, to a vector x = (xi, x,, . . . ,x,,)’ means forming 
the vector D,x. Applying the sign pattern 4 to a matrix A = ( ai J n X n means 
forming the matrix D,AD,. 
A composite sign pattern has the macro pattern LU, and micro pattern fi,,,, 
where cu, and & are simple sign patterns, if it has mn elements and the ith 
element has a sign determined as follows. When i - 1 is expressed as pm + 9, 
where p = [(i - 1)/m] and 4 is the remainder after i - 1 is divided by m, the 
( p + 1)st sign of 4 and the (4 + 1)st sign of & are compared. If they are 
equal, the ith element is + , and if they are not equal, the ith element is - . 
Composite sign patterns appear in the composite matrices considered in this 
paper. 
E~AMPL.E 1. A matrix with macro sign pattern ( + , - ) and micro sign 
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pattern ( + , - , +, -) would have the sign pattern 
+ - + - - + - + 
- + - + + - + - 
+ - + - - + - + 
- + - + + - + - 
- + - + + - + -* 
+ - + - - + - + 
- + - + + - + - 
+ - + - - + - + 
This corresponds to a block 2X2 matrix with alternating sign structure 
where each block is a 4 X 4 matrix with elements alternating in sign. 
EXAMPLE 2. A matrix with macro sign pattern ( + , - , + , +) and micro 
sign pattern ( + , - ) would have the sign pattern 
+ - - + + 
- + + - - 
- + + - - 
+ - - + + 
+ - - + + 
- + + - - 
+ - - + + 











3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
The following definitions and theorems are useful in discussing order 
invariant properties of matrices. 
Avector x={q,zz,...,x,}ris a C-vector if 
and for n odd, 
while for n even, 
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It should be noted that the sum of two C-vectors is a C-vector. 
An n x n matrix A is a C-matrix if, for any C-vector x, Ax is a C-vector. It 
is easy to see that the product of two C-matrices is a C-matrix. 
The following two lemmas give some properties of C-matrices. 
LEMMA 1. Zf A is an nXn C-matrix and A>O, then the sum of the 
((n+l)/2)th row (n odd) or the (n/2)th and ((n+2)/2)th rows (n even) of 
matrix elements equuls /All,. 
Proof. Let x=(l,l,...,l)~,,; then Ax is a vector of row sums of A, but 
Ax is also a C-vector, since A is a C-matrix. The result follows. n 
LEMMA 2. Zf A is an n X n C-matrix, A > 0 and A is irreducible, then A 
is primitive, and the eigenvector corresponding to the simple eigenvalue of 
A, p(A), is a C-vector. 
Proof. The proof follows, mutatis mutundis, the Perron-Frobenius theo- 
rem [7, p. 531. n 
The following theorem shows that the inverses of certain matrices are 
such that the previous lemmas apply to them. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose the n X n matrix A can be written as the dif 
ference of two matrices, 
A=D-M, 
where D is a non-singular diagonal matrix with D-’ a C-matrix; M is a 
non-negative, primitive C-matrix; and finally, p(D -‘M) is less than unity. It 
follows that A - ’ is positive and is a C-matrix. 
Proof. The matrix A - ’ can be written 
A-‘=[ $O(D-lM)k]D-l, 
since p(D -‘M) < 1. However, M is non-negative and primitive; thus 
(D - lM)k > 0 for some k [l, p. 411 and therefore A -’ > 0. If x is any 
C-vector, then 
A-‘x=[ $O(D-‘M)k]D-lx, 
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which is also a C-vector. Thus A - ’ is a C-matrix. n 
It is worth noting that the matrix in [8], denoted A(5,6), cannot be 
written in the form of Theorem 1 (i.e., expanded as a convergent power 
series), but its inverse is positive and a C-matrix. 
The following definitions and results for composite matrices are analo- 
gous to those for simple matrices. 
The vector 
X=(X11,X21 ,..., q&x12 ,..., x,2; . . ..qn...., %J’ 
is a composite C,, -vector if each row and column of the matrix X = (xii), x n 
is a C-vector. 
The composite matrix A with n X n blocks each of m X m elements is a 
composite C,, -matrix if, for any composite C,,-vector x, the vector Ax is a 
composite &,-vector. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 are modified to the following. 
LEMMA 3. Zf A is a composite C,,-matrix with n X n blocks each 
having m X m elements, and A > 0, then the sum of mn elements in the row 
of A which is made up of the [(m+ 1)/2]th rows of each block in the 
[(n+ 1)/2]th block row of A is equal to llAllm. 
LEMMA 4. Zf A is a composite C,,,,-matrix with nX n blocks each 
having m x m elements, A > 0 and A irreducible, then A is primitive, and the 
eigenvector corresponding to the simple eigenvalue of A, p(A), is a C,,-vec- 
tor. 
The analogue of Theorem 1 which applies to composite matrices now 
takes the form below. 
THEOREMS. Suppose the composite matrix A with n x n blocks each 
having m X m elements can be written as the dij@rence of two matrices 
A=D-M, 
where D is a rum-singular block diugonal matrix with D -’ a composite 
C,,-matrix; M is a non-negative, primitive C,,,,-matrix; and p( D - 'M) is less 
than unity. It follows that A-' is positive and is a composite C,,-matrix. 
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4. SOME TYPICAL MATRICES WITH ORDER INVARIANT 
PROPERTIES 
Two simple matrices and two composite matrices are given to illustrate 
the sign patterns in Sec. 2 and the results in Sec. 3. 
EFUMPLE 1. Let A be the n X n tridiagonal matrix 
A= 
2 -1 
-1 2 -1 0 
-1 2. 
. . . 
0 *: :_1 
-1 2 
_n 
then A - ’ > 0, A - ’ is a C-matrix, the eigenvector of A - ’ corresponding to 
the eigenvalue o(A - ‘) is a C-vector, and the largest row sum of A - ’ is 
centrally located (given exactly by Lemma 1). 
These results are obtained by writing 
A=4I- M, 
where M is the tridiagonal matrix 
M= 
2 1 
1 2 1 0 
1 2 . 




It can be seen that M > 0 is a primitive C-matrix and that p( i M) < 1; thus 
Theorem 1 shows that A - ’ >OandA-‘isaC-matrkLemmasland2give 
the last two results. Obviously the diagonal elements of A can be replaced by 
any scalars > 2, and similar results follow. 
EXAMPLE 2. The matrix M in the previous example is interesting in its 
own right. The matrix M - ’ has an alternating sign pattern, the eigenvector 
of M - ’ corresponding to p(M - ‘) also has an alternating sign pattern, and 
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the largest row sum of absolute values of M - ‘, 11 M - ’ IIoo, occurs for the 
centrally located row(s) (given exactly by Lemma 1). 
To prove these results, let Da be the diagonal matrix associated with the 
alternating sign pattern a;, = ( + , - , + , - , . . . ). The relation M= D,AD, 
implies that M -’ = D A - ‘D and if h and v are any eigenvahre-eigenvector 
pair of A, then A = Dz MD, &plies that A and D,v are an eigenvahre-eigen- 
vector pair of M. Thus the properties of M can be deduced from the 
properties of A. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let A be the composite matrix with n X n blocks each 




-1 4 -1 0 
-1 4. 
. . . 
() *: :_I 
-1 4 
then A -‘> 0, A -’ is a composite C_-matrix, the eigenvector of A -’ 
corresponding to P(A - ‘) is a C,,-vector, and the largest row sum is centrally 
located (Lemma 3 gives the exact position). 
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u I 
I u I 0 
I u . 





1 4 1 0 
1 4 * 
U= . . . 
() ‘::I 
l 4_7nxm 
It is easy to verify that M > 0, M is primitive, and p( f M) < 1. Suppose M is 
multiplied by a composite C--vector. 
x= { ~i1,1cs1,...,~,1;q2, . . . . q&; . . ..rn&...., %lLPl >T* 
By using x in the form of a matrix X = (x~~),~,, and calculating V,X + XV,, 
where V, is the n X n tridiagonal matrix 
2 1 
1 2 1 0 
1 2 * 





the matrix V,X+ XV, can then be reinterpreted as a vector Mx. It is now 
easy to see that Mx is a composite C,,,,,-vector and thus M is a C--matrix. 
The results then follow from Theorem 2 and Lemmas 3 and 4. 
A similar result follows if the diagonal elements of T are replaced by any 
scalars > 4. 
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EXAMPLE 4. The matrix M in the previous examples is important, as it 
appears in the numerical solution of elliptic partial differential equations [l]. 
The composite sign pattern with macro pattern (yn = (+, -, +, -, . . .) and 
micro pattern G=(+, -, +, -, . . . ) applied to the matrix A of the previous 
example gives the matrix M; thus, the following properties of M may be 
concluded. The matrix M - ’ and the eigenvector corresponding to the 
eigenvalue p( M - ‘) of M - ’ both have the composite sign pattern mentioned 
above. Further, the row sum of absolute values of the elements, which is 
equal to the IIMplllm, is centrally located (given exactly by Lemma 3), and 
the magnitudes of the elements of the eigenvector mentioned above form a 
composite C,,-vector. 
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